
Let Your Imagination Run Wild With Woven Resource Vol. 10: Menagerie

Newark, NJ — Menagerie is a woven resource collection of luxurious, frame-ready fabrics featuring zebra, 

tiger, cheetah, and giraffe skin patterns. For centuries, animal prints have been a popular choice for

accessorizing because their organic shapes are neutral and mix well with other patterns. The collection 

contains a range of small to large scale designs paired with striking colors like peacock blue, scarlet red, 

charcoal grey, sandy linen, and native black and brown. All patterns meet demanding performance

standards for durability, and there are four patterns in the Menagerie collection engineered with the high-

performance, stain-resistant capabilities of Crypton Home® : Gazelle, Zamira, Citra, and Masai.

 Aja is a dense and beautiful representation of tiger fur. This fabric is very soft and luxurious—hard to 

keep your hands off!

 Named after the White Spotted Gazelle, the beauty of the Gazelle fabric is that the spots peek through 

the chenille face. It is ultra-luxurious and feels as soft as it looks. The slight ombrè effect from light to dark 

is visually appealing. Gazelle is a Crypton Home fabric.

 Etosha Velvet was inspired by our popular wallpaper and embroidery pattern. It is a large-scale cut 

velvet épinglé, which means the loop pile and the cut pile of the velvet both show and enhance the

pattern.

 Plush and textural Amur is named for the natural spots on this Russian leopard feline. It is an épinglé 

from Belgium with a looped pile that has a dry cotton look and feel.

 Zamira is very grand in scale with a large 40” vertical repeat. The spine of the zebra stripe can be

centered when upholstered and shows the asymmetrical pattern. Zamira is a Crypton Home fabric.

 Citra is an invigorating and happy pattern. It is a small-scale impressionistic animal print with a mix of 

varying shades of colorful yarns. The ikat effect makes this cat a whole different species! Citra is a

Crypton Home fabric.

 Who says a leopard, or cheetah, can’t change its spots? Trixie is a playful spotted fabric in a cotton/

rayon blend.
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 A giraffe’s spots are much like human fi ngerprints. No two individual giraffes have exactly the same 

pattern! Masai is a beautifully woven mix of cotton, rayon, and fl ax fi bers making it soft and breathable. 

Masai is a Crypton Home fabric.

Woven Resource Vol. 10: Menagerie and other Thibaut collections are available through interior designers 

and fi ne decorating stores worldwide. Please visit www.thibautdesign.com to view patterns and decorating 

ideas, and to obtain the names of local dealers. For more information, please call our toll free number at 

(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.

#    #    #

Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known 

for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color 

palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team. 

Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers 

and consumers have been attracted to the fi rm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print 

fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more 

information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.


